


Stage Management

Let Lawrence Stern be the best teacher you ever had.  
He’s here. Listen to him!

–  Ray Bradbury

Now in its twelfth edition, Stage Management is the comprehensive go- to manual on 
stage management in all theatre environments.

Revered as the authoritative resource for stage management, this text is rich with 
practical resources, including checklists, diagrams, examples, forms, and step- by- step 
directions. In addition to sharing their own expertise, Stern and Gold have gathered 
practical advice from working stage managers of Broadway, off- Broadway, touring 
companies, regional, community, and 99- seat Equity waiver theatres. This new edition 
has been fully updated with new technology and best practices, including:

• New websites for stage management tools and software
• Updated Equity rules
• Additional safety and emergency protocols
• New voices from practicing stage managers in text boxes and case studies 

scattered throughout the book.

This practical guide is written for students of Stage Management in Theatre programs, 
as well as early career stage managers.

The companion website features paperwork templates, downloadable checklists, 
suggested readings, a list of websites and apps with today’s cutting- edge stage manage-
ment technology, and a list of over 500 internships and apprenticeships available across 
the United States.

Lawrence Stern learned basic stage management at Eldred Hall Theatre (Case Western 
Reserve University, Cleveland, OH), where he earned an MA in Theatre. While serving 
in the Air Force, he was the manager of the Armed Forces Radio Television Station on 
Crete (Iraklion Air Station) and directed the little base theatre at Offutt AFB, NB, and 
Iraklion Air Station. He stage managed for years in the Los Angeles/ Hollywood area 
(Tustin Playhouse, Actors Studio West, Equity Library Theatre, Players Ring Gallery, 
Las Palmas, Huntington Hartford, Greek) and Sacramento (Music Circus) before 
turning to directing, writing, and teaching.

  



Jill Gold has been an Equity stage manager for over 35 years. Based in Los Angeles, she 
has toured the country with shows including Wicked, City of Angels, and Les Misérables, 
as well as Germany and Austria with Sisterella. Jill has over 200 shows to her credit, 
mostly thanks to her favorite theatres, including the Pasadena Playhouse, McCoy 
Rigby Entertainment, Broadway at Music Circus, Reprise Theatre Company, and the 
Geffen Playhouse. She teaches Stage Management at Occidental College and UCLA, 
and enjoys guest lecturing around the country.
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PREFACE TO  
THE TWELFTH EDITION

Dear Readers,

Your continued demand has made this twelfth edition possible! Your support has 
led to a 48- year run of Stage Management. THANK YOU!!!

With this edition, Jill Gold becomes the lead author. Jill first sent a letter to Stage 
Management when she was a student at Occidental. The letter was published and Jill 
contributed to each new edition. Now an Equity stage manager for over 35 years, she 
teaches stage management at Occidental and UCLA and guest lectures around the 
country. She brings to the twelfth edition not only her expertise in stage management 
and the teaching of stage management, but valuable contributions gleaned from her 
network of theatre professionals.

As with each new edition, it’s our fervent hope that our work will make it just a 
little bit easier for new stage managers to do a better job sooner in their careers, and 
will help everyone who works with a stage manager to appreciate just what it is that 
stage managers do.

L.S.

There is no way I could have imagined, as a college student reading Lawrence’s 
book in lieu of an actual stage management class, that I would someday be honored 
with co- authoring that very book.

More important than all the information and good advice that I have taken from 
the numerous editions over the years is the fact that now I consider Lawrence Stern a 
good friend –  with a dry and witty sense of humor, a passion for not only theatre but 
music and all the arts, and the drive to continue to educate new stage managers and 
carry on the legacy. And a legacy it is, when you realize how many students, teachers, 
and professionals say “Oh, that was the first book I read about stage managing.”

I hope that with this revised and updated twelfth edition its relevance will live on 
for yet another generation of theatre creators, and I’m proud to have been a part of it.

J.G.

 



FOREWORD

Ray Bradbury

The best way to introduce this book is to speak well and perfectly about the author. For 
you can’t expect a stage manager like Lawrence Stern to stand up front and blow his 
own horn. Someone who knows him must do it for him, and I gladly assume the task.

Now, there are all sorts of virtues a stage manager must have. You will find them 
listed and profusely described in the pages of this book. But the supreme virtue among 
man is: the stage manager must arrive before everyone and leave long after everyone 
else is gone.

Of course that is the essence of creativity in any field you may want to mention. 
Those who love writing stay up until dawn to finish a story. Those who love painting 
work around the clock until they drop dead in their tracks. Stage managers … ?

Lawrence Stern is one of those superb men who quietly go about their business, 
keep charts, arrive two hours early, and, long after the play has closed or collapsed, 
or both, can be found carrying out the trash, cleaning up the lobby, filling in the final 
forms, or holding the flashlight while the author of the play crawls around on the floor 
of the ladies’ room helping some poor blind thing find her lost contact lens.

All this Lawrence Stern has done, and more. His passions may be quiet, but they 
are there. Instead of your usual slob, found all too frequently in our unhappy society 
these days, Lawrence Stern is one of those who gives you 150 percent of himself. I know 
that sounds impossible, but I have seen him do it. And this book, with its incredible 
amount of detail and huge compilation of first- hand knowledge, is proof of all that I say.

Frankly, I don’t know how your average stage manager ever got along without 
this book, just as my own Pandemonium Theatre Company was never the same once 
Lawrence Stern moved on to other fields.

There you have it –  some sort of idea of the man who wrote this book. But you 
needn’t take my word for it. Just leaf through the book swiftly, checking chapters, 
pages, paragraphs. You’ll soon find that a subtitle of the book could well be More Than 
You Ever Wanted to Know About Stage Managing. Except of course, that would be 
foolish: you can never know enough.

Let Lawrence Stern be the best teacher you ever had. He’s here. Listen to him!
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1
What IS a Stage  

Manager?

It isn’t what we say or think that defines us, but what we do.
– Jane Austen

The creative team, cast, and technical staff of live theatre productions work together 
toward a common goal: a successful performance. Theatre is necessarily a group effort, 
regardless of whether you work in professional, community, or educational theatre. 
It is a collaborative effort between associated autocrats: a playwright, a producer, a 
director, a stage manager, designers, and, of course, actors. Each accommodates the 
other and may overlap others in function when necessary, considering the variety of 
differing conditions for each show and every kind and level of theatre. But each pos-
ition assumes distinct responsibilities and accepts them completely: the producer is the 
overseer who has responsibility for obtaining the personnel and resources, both phys-
ical and financial, to make theatre happen. The actors serve as the dramatic medium 
through whom theatrical ideas or emotions can be communicated to an audience. The 
director must interpret the playwright’s script through the media of actors and design 
elements.

• The stage manager is responsible for making the entire production run 
smoothly, on stage and backstage, in pre-production, rehearsal, perform-
ance, and post- performance phases.

There is no definitive list of the duties of a stage manager that can apply to all 
theatres and staging environments. A stage manager for a comedy performed in a 
theatre in the round might carry out specific duties that are totally different from those 
of a stage manager for a traveling circus show. But the function of the stage manager 
does not change.
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2  Chapter 1 • What IS a Stage Manager?

• Understanding this function is critical.

The difference between effective and ineffective stage managers is not whether 
they are paid or members of unions, but whether they are willing and able to accept 
responsibility for carrying out this function. The producer, director, technical dir-
ector, and other staff members are all concerned that things run smoothly, but they 
also have other higher- priority goals. Making the entire production run smoothly 
is the stage manager’s primary responsibility. If you do not accept responsibility 
for this function and simply carry out assigned duties (giving the actors their calls, 
supervising scene shifts), then you do a disservice to the show, the company, and 
yourself.

The challenge lies in the fact that while the stage manager is ultimately responsible 
for all aspects of the production, they have complete control over none of them … an 
actor forgetting a line, a crew member missing a shift, a prop breaking on stage … and 
you must be able to take a breath and continue your work calmly. The skills, documents, 
and management tips in the following chapters will help give you the confidence you 
need to carry this responsibility and be an effective and sought- after stage manager.

Note to the Reader

Stage Management was never intended to be read cover to cover. It was initially a prac-
tical manual that directors and producers could hand to new stage managers. It evolved 
into a college textbook. If you need to become an “instant stage manager,” start with 
Appendix A, review the list with your director and producer, check off the tasks they 
expect you to carry out as stage manager, and then read those pages. If you have a 
people problem, start with Appendix C to see if a similar problem is discussed. If you 
have a production problem, check the Index and Contents to find a discussion of that 
problem. If you are a college student, your instructor’s syllabus tells you which chapters 
to read, but please glance through the other chapters as well, just to get a sense of 
what other material is available. High school students or teachers should start with 
Chapter 23. Readers can find downloadable versions of forms on our companion web-
site at www.routledge.com/ cw/ stern.

If you don’t find what you need, please fill out the Reader’s Comment Form, 
p. 356 or at www.routledge.com/ cw/ stern, so that future editions can be made more 
useful to other stage managers.

SUGGESTED CLASSROOM EXERCISE

Ask students to brainstorm what they believe are the personality traits 
and particular skills of a successful stage manager and list their answers on 
the board. Then ask students to state the function of a stage manager as 
expressed in an infinitive phrase: The function of a stage manager is to … . 
Write the phrase on the board above the list of traits/ skills. Discuss how each 
trait or skill supports the function.
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2
Characteristics of a  

Great Stage Manager

The ability to speak several languages is an asset, but the  
ability to keep your mouth shut in one is truly impressive.

– Anonymous

ATTRIBUTES OF GREAT STAGE MANAGERS

Great Stage Managers Assume Responsibility

Effective stage managers say to themselves, “I am the one who must make things run 
smoothly on stage and backstage. The buck stops with me.” This is an active role, not 
passive. It is not merely coordination. It is not merely doing what one is told. It is 
not merely the sum total of the myriad little duties. It is taking charge. It is accepting 
responsibility. It is saying “I am the one person on this team that is the most responsible 
for the show running smoothly.”

Great Stage Managers Keep Their Cool

Can you exercise emotional self- control during all phases of production?
You will be working with many excitable, self- centered, temperamental, volatile, 

sensitive, nervous, explosive people. You will serve them best by not becoming emo-
tionally involved in their arguments, controversies, or displays of temper.

If the leading lady stalks out screaming and crying, hand her a tissue to show 
her you care, but don’t tell her or the director who you think was right or wrong in the 
dispute. It’s none of your business. They will resolve their problems without your help.

If the producer asks for the cooperation of the cast in non- acting chores (cleaning 
the dressing rooms, selling tickets, publicity, etc.), don’t give a non- cooperative cast 
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4  Chapter 2 • Characteristics of a Great Stage Manager

member a five- minute lecture on their responsibilities. It is your job to ensure that cast 
members know what the director and producer expect of them –  the time, the place. 
Post a duty roster. Hand out written memos. Email them to remind them. You may 
explain. You may not lose your temper with a cast member for any reason at all.

If a cast member is late for half- hour call, even habitually late, and fails to call the 
theatre, you may remind, you may explain, you may plead, you may cajole –  but thou 
shalt not lose thy cool.

In general, don’t raise your voice to cast members. Reply to raised voices in calm, 
steady, controlled tones.

If a director or producer should reprimand you, privately or before the company, 
for your prompting technique (as an example) or anything else, don’t sulk. Get on with 
the job the way they want it done.

If you blow a cue, don’t get upset. Concentrate on getting the next one right.
Know your own panic response. Then control it. You have reacted to crises in 

the past. You know you can survive the next one. In time of panic, there must be only 
one question in your mind: is there any action I can take to alleviate this situation? 
If so, do it. If not, keep your cool. Don’t get swept up in the panic. Errors tend to 
compound.

Keeping one’s cool means never appearing defensive, harassed, belligerent, inse-
cure, or apologetic. It’s not enough to be doing your job well. You’ve got to let the cast 
know by your deportment and the relaxed smile on your face that everything is under 
control. This gives the cast confidence. In this way, your calm demeanor may often be a 
positive contributing factor to the overall quality of the production.

We had just started previews on Siegfried & Roy’s show at the Mirage Hotel in Las 
Vegas. The show had one- hundred and fifty- seven winch motors, all controlled by 
computers. During an early preview performance, we were about to reveal the first 
tiger in an illusion called The Crystal Chamber. S&R’s co- star, Lynette Chappell, locked 
inside a chamber, descends to head- height, where Siegfried releases a cloth that covers 
the exterior of the chamber. Seconds later, (as if by magic) the cover drops again to 
reveal that Lynette has been replaced by a 600+ pound white tiger, Akbar Kabul. The 
Chamber then lowers to the stage floor and Roy slides open the door and guides the big 
cat around the passerelle1 to give the audience a closer look. He then leads the tiger up 
a mobile ramp to an exit door on a jump stage2 DSL. As Roy and Akbar Kabul get to the 
top of the ramp, the cat’s exit door has not opened –  the computer has faulted and not 
triggered the winch that controls the door. The huge cat is confused and starts to back 
down the ramp and nearly falls off into the audience. The tiger clings on and is able to 
descend the ramp at high speed, running for the nearest exit USL, with Roy still holding 
on to the chain collar.

1 A small catwalk that extends from one side of the stage to the other, passing in front of the 
orchestra pit.

2 A small, elevated side stage accessible by movable ramps.
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During all this, I’m giving a blow- by- blow account over the intercoms. There is a 
standing rule with Siegfried & Roy, that if a cat gets loose everyone must freeze and not 
run, because the cat might think you’re prey and chase you. As soon as I said, “Akbar Kabul 
is loose and heading backstage,” the entire crew ran for their lives. From my vantage point 
in the calling booth at the back of the house, it was impossible to see anything backstage. 
I asked, “Does anyone have a twenty on Akbar Kabul?” My ASM, Michael, answered, “He’s 
upstage center, three feet away from me –  with a hungry look in his eyes.” Michael was the 
only crew member who hadn’t run. His report of the cat’s location allowed me to notify 
the animal handlers, the specialized crew whose job it was to transport the twenty- five 
live animals to and from the stage. They quickly brought a transport box. The giant cat 
casually walked into the box, and the crisis was over. My ASM became an instant legend 
with the Siegfried & Roy production company.

Scott Faris
AEA Stage Manager/ SDC Director

Head of Stage Management, USC School of Dramatic Arts

Great Stage Managers Keep Their Mouths Shut and Their Eyes 
and Ears Open

Do you tend to be quiet and observant? If what you say always has to do with the 
immediate improvement of the rehearsal or production, the cast members, crew, and 
staff will listen to you. If you run off at the mouth endlessly, you will have to struggle 
to gain attention when you have something significant to contribute. Where are you 
between these two extremes?

If you have a choice between shouting across the stage to an electrician to change 
some gel frames and crossing the stage yourself to deliver quiet instructions, choose the 
latter. The cast, staff, and crew will come to appreciate the fact you are in charge without 
the vocal display.

Don’t waste your own time promoting yourself. Efficient work is its own 
self- promotion.

Be alert to what is going on around you. During cast breaks, stick with the dir-
ector. In casual conversation with actors and staff, the director will agree to changes in 
lines, props, cues, or design. Can you make these changes, or cause them to be made, 
without further instruction?

Example
During a break, an actor approaches the director and asks to omit a troublesome 
line. The director agrees to the omission. You were getting a cup of coffee instead 
of staying at the director’s side. At the next rehearsal of the scene, the actor omits 
the line. You prompt. The actor breaks character to advise you the line was cut. 
You turn to the director for confirmation. The director doesn’t remember, since 
it has been three days since this scene was last run. The actor and director discuss 
it. They agree to omit the line, or the director decides at this time to have the line 
delivered. The rehearsal resumes. Could this delay have been avoided?
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Yes, there are breaks for stage managers. Of course you have to take care of your 
personal needs. Can you plan ahead? If you’re in a coffee/ doughnuts environment, 
would it be wise to bring fruit juice and put a zip- lock bag full of trail mix, granola, or 
dried fruit into your kit? Is it possible to rely on a team member (ASM, PA or someone 
else) to keep an ear open to the director if you need to step out?

Don’t gossip with the cast. You will often be privileged to know things that 
are going on at the administrative level, or between the producer and the director, 
or between the conductor and the harp player, or about closing date, casting history, 
salaries, and much more. Keep it to yourself. Your discretion will be appreciated and 
remembered.

Don’t align yourself with any clique of actors within a cast. The stage manager 
is a friend to the whole cast. If you choose to go out after the show with one group 
habitually, make it clear to the others in the cast that you would also like to be with 
them. This can be especially tricky in an educational setting; just be sure you’re not 
favoring your friends over the rest of the company in any way. If you need to vent your 
frustrations, and everyone does, find a close friend or family member not involved 
with the show who can lend a sympathetic ear as well as an outsider’s perspective when 
needed.

What makes a good stage manager? Efficiency, organizational ability, con-
geniality, unflappability, knowledge of technical aspects of theatre, energy 
and devotion, calmness under fire, and an effortless ability to announce 
“Ladies and Gentlemen, it’s half- hour –  half- hour –  to curtain” on the 
backstage monitor, night after night after night.

What makes a great stage manager? All of the above plus a love of theatre 
and, most especially, a love of actors. Roy Harris is a great stage manager.3

Playwright Wendy Wasserstein (The Heidi Chronicles, 1989 Tony Award and 
1989 Pulitzer Prize winner) and André Bishop (Artistic Director of the Lincoln 
Center Theatre) praise Broadway stage manager Roy Harris as not only good, 
but great.

Great Stage Managers Think Ahead

Don’t just sit there –  anticipate!
What is the company going to be doing later today? Tomorrow? Next week? 

Does everyone know about it? Is everything ready? You have made a master calendar, 
schedules, to- do lists, a promptbook, and checklists. All of these are instruments to 
help you think ahead. But there is no substitute for constant vigilance.

3 From the book Conversations in the Wings. Reprinted by permission of Heinemann. 
Copyright ©1994 by Roy Harris.
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If something is changed suddenly, what future effects will the change have? What 
other changes must be made as a result of that change? Who must be notified?

One of your greatest contributions to the show as a whole is making the most of 
every minute between first reading and final curtain. If there is any delay in rehearsal 
or production, it’s your job to shorten that delay.

Stage managing can be compared to flying a high- performance aircraft. Once 
you’re in the air, you can’t make repairs. Once the curtain goes up, you can’t stop the 
performance to make changes in the location of set pieces and discovered props. Pilots 
and stage managers both must have extensive pre- flight checklists.

To land a high- performance aircraft, you must take several steps prior to entering 
the landing pattern; the aircraft moves so fast there is no time to accomplish everything 
once you’re into the pattern. To carry out a set change, the stage manager must also take 
several steps in advance to ensure that all hands are rehearsed in the execution of that 
change and understand their cues. Once the change starts, there is no time for indeci-
sion if the set change is to be brought off successfully.

Serious emergencies call for both keeping cool and thinking ahead. A fire 
could happen at any time. Do you know the evacuation policy for your theatre and 
where the emergency equipment is kept (see Chapter 18 for a fire safety checklist)? 
If not, the stage manager and the producer are derelict in their responsibility for 
the safety of the audience and the cast. Anticipate problems. Ask questions. Share 
information.

Stage managers must force themselves out of the rut of thinking that it can’t 
happen here. It can happen here, and everyone in your theatre will be safer if you will 
just assume that it is going to happen here within the next 30 seconds.

Plan ahead for the worst possible type of medical emergency. Assume that a 
member of the cast or crew will suffer a severe injury or heart attack in the course of 
mounting or presenting. Do you have a company doctor? Is their office or home near 
the theatre? Do you know the location of an all- night clinic? Have you driven there on a 
test run from the theatre? (It is maddening to find that the clinic entrance is located on 
a one- way street and you will have to drive three extra blocks because you didn’t make 
the right approach –  while your passenger is losing blood!)

What’s your earthquake/ tornado/ hurricane/ active shooter plan?
During such emergencies, keeping your cool and thinking ahead become traits 

of paramount importance.

Great Stage Managers Are Considerate

Do you have that quality of selfless caring that prompts you to give a friend your jacket 
when you know you’ll be cold? Can you put the comfort of every cast and crew member 
before your own?

Is the theatre warm enough? Is it possible to arrive there a little earlier to turn on 
the heat so that cast members don’t walk into a cold theatre? Can you turn on the lights 
so cast members won’t have to enter dark dressing rooms?
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Is the backstage area too drafty? Can you close any doors or make baffles out of 
extra flats?

Do the actors have to walk to their cars from the theatre along a dimly lit street? 
Can you walk them to their cars or remind them to walk as a group? If it’s raining, can 
you provide an umbrella?

Is there drinking water backstage and in the dressing rooms? Can you arrange 
for water service or provide pitchers and cups?

Have you dusted the rehearsal furniture before the cast uses it?
Do you really listen when cast members speak to you?
Can you offer your cast a friendly demeanor? A display of warmth does not come 

naturally to all people. It is certainly not recommended if it must be forced or is not 
welcomed. But if you can display a natural affection for your cast, why not?

Are you considerate with respect to the creativity of others? Can you effectively 
offer constructive criticism without stamping out creative instinct? This is often diffi-
cult to do.

Many creative people –  including scene designers, costume designers, choral dir-
ectors, choreographers, and directors –  can be single- minded and protective of their 
work. Yet in the theatre situation no creator can work alone. The creator must commu-
nicate with and gain the cooperation of all the others on the staff to see creativity come 
to fruition. The stage manager, unfortunately, is frequently placed in the position of 
facilitating and supporting the creative efforts of the supersensitive. It requires much 
patience and tact.

Example
Set construction is running behind schedule. The technical director complains 
to you that the scene designer has no concept of economy in design and tries 
to present in total rather than suggesting. The technical director complains 
that the designer is overburdening the shop with an unconscionable amount 
of work.

The scene designer complains to you that the technical director has ruined 
more scenery than a termite on a showboat, that inefficient methods are being 
used in the shop, and that for two nights running during tech, one of the orna-
mental set pieces has not been placed on stage because it is waiting to be repaired 
and that this ruins the entire aesthetic balance of the set.

Your chief concern as stage manager is to have the set ready for dress rehearsal 
the next night.

This is the type of situation that requires tactful soothing and massive doses of 
consideration. If you try to fix the blame at this point, you are likely to find your 
rehearsal process hung up. Cool off the technical director and the scene designer, 
separately. Commiserate with each, separately. Tell them what an incredibly good 
job they’ve been doing up to this point. Praise their strong points. Overlook their 
weaknesses. Sympathize with their problems. Pep them up and send them back 
to work. They’ll get the scenery finished.
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The most important lesson I learned as a stage manager was to try to be someone that 
people want to work with. This doesn’t mean trying to get everyone to like me; it means 
listening to all sides of an issue, being thoughtful and fair, working hard to help a team 
succeed. At first I thought this was critical to getting re- hired as a stage manager; a few 
years later I realized that it was actually a core life value for me –  and what I wish I always 
achieved with family and friends as well as work.

Nate Genung
Former Oxy SM student and AEA SM

Project Coordinator, Disney Theme Parks, Hong Kong

Great Stage Managers Keep Their Sense of Humor

Making theatre should be a happy experience for all concerned. Unfortunately, delays, 
deadlines, economic pressures, personality conflicts, and other factors sometimes 
make the process stressful.

Don’t contribute to the stress. Leave your personal problems at home. Come to 
work with a resolve to stay happy, and hope that happiness is contagious.

“I find that most people are just as happy as they make up their minds to be,” said 
Abraham Lincoln. Lincoln considered humor a “labor- saving device” and a “multiple- 
purpose tool.”

Keep a smile on your face, and have a good reason for its being there. An upbeat 
stage manager can be a great asset to any theatre group. Sometimes a cheerful word can 
get the whole company over a rough spot.

Knowing jokes is not a substitute for having a sense of humor. There are occasions, 
however, when a good theatre story will put the company at ease. A successful director 
with whom I worked greeted each new cast with a story; it seemed to break the ice 
and to be effective for him. Posting a cartoon on the callboard can start people’s day 
with a smile as well. For some good theatre humor options, go to q2qcomics.com or 
madstage.com/ html/ insult.html.

A corollary of keeping a sense of humor is that good stage managers do not have 
personality conflicts with anyone. Holding grudges or showing hostility toward any 
member of the company cannot be a part of your behavior. Go home and drown your 
sorrows in ice cream, but don’t let any member of the cast, staff, or crew feel that you 
dislike them. It simply does not expedite production.

Great Stage Managers are Organized and Efficient

Throughout the chapters that follow, the emphasis will be on organization and effi-
ciency. There never seems to be enough time. Your organizational skills and application 
of efficient methods will save the company time.

Great Stage Managers are Punctual and Dependable

If you are not there on time (meaning early enough to be totally prepared when the rest of 
the company arrives), or cannot be depended on, you simply cannot be a stage manager.
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In summary, great stage managers

• Accept responsibility
• Keep their cool
• Keep their mouths shut, their eyes and ears open
• Think ahead
• Are considerate
• Keep their sense of humor
• Are organized and efficient
• Are punctual and dependable

How do you compare?

In her mystery novel, The G- String Murders, Gypsy Rose Lee writes, “As stage managers 
go, Sammy was about average, but that isn’t saying much for him. I’ve worked for a lot of 
them, and I haven’t found one yet that didn’t think he owned the theatre and everybody in 
it.”* What an unfortunate fictional portrait. I ask all of my student stage managers to read 
your book. I feel it encourages them to be efficient without being offensive or despotic.

Billy C. Creamer
Theatre Director, Rolling Hills High School

Rolling Hills Estates, CA

*From Gypsy Rose Lee, The G- String Murders (New York: Penguin Books, 1984/ 1941).

COMMUNICATION/ MANAGEMENT SKILLS

Communication/ management skills are key ingredients for success –  in stage man-
agement, in business, in life. In the long run, your success in the world of theatre will 
be determined more by your communication and management skills than by your 
stage management skills. Do you overrate your own personal skills? Can you improve 
them? Investing time in evaluating your social and communication skills can pay great 
dividends.

I know you believe that you understand what you think I said –  but I’m not sure you 
realize that what you heard is not what I meant.

Anonymous

Too often the “mouth in motion before mind in gear” syndrome catches us. Here are 
some conversation strategies that I have found useful:

1. Can you rephrase as a question before speaking? Instead of “Dale, you should 
bend your knees when you lift that set piece,” could you ask, “Dale, would it be 
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easier on your back if you bent your knees when you lift that piece?” Rephrasing 
as a question slows the speaker down and forces the speaker to think about 
what’s about to be said. It engages the listener rather than telling the listener 
what to do.

2. Can you offer a choice? Instead of “Dale, bend your knees when you lift any-
thing,” could you ask, “Dale, would it be easier on you to bend your knees when 
handling that piece, or to use a dolly?” Offering a choice not only slows down 
the speaker, but it also gets the listener more involved because the listener has 
to make a decision. The listener will be more likely to follow through since their 
input was part of the communication.

3. Can you use open- ended questions (questions that do not call for a yes or no 
answer)? Instead of “Dale, can you move that piece by yourself?” try, “Dale, 
what’s your take on the best way to move that piece?” The listener may have a 
better idea that would not be elicited with a yes or no answer.

4. Can you use “I” messages rather than “you” messages? Instead of “Dale, you 
should bend your knees when lifting anything that heavy,” try “Dale, I’ve found 
it useful to bend my knees when lifting heavy things.” Sounds less like an order, 
doesn’t it?

Our student SM [stage manager] scheduled a meeting with a cast member (unbeknownst 
to the faculty) outside of rehearsal. This meeting was in the theatre office suite. The SM 
screamed at and berated the student actor. When passing faculty heard the commotion, 
they put an end to it. But serious damage was done. The cast member and a few others left 
the production over this. Unfortunately the head of theatre program did not discipline the 
student SM which caused a lot of further complications in the program.

Name of instructor withheld
Name of university withheld

A student stage manager didn’t like the show they were working on –  they didn’t have an 
appreciation for the style of the show, or the talent of the well- credentialed director. The 
student shared these sentiments with the school newspaper, and when the article was 
published it created a toxic environment amongst the entire production team, as well as 
the cast, who loved the show and the director. The student didn’t appreciate that their role 
as a stage manager extended beyond the rehearsal room, and that their “mouth in motion 
before mind in gear” communication about it would be highly detrimental to the show’s 
integrity and its ability to proceed. Sadly, the damage had been done, and both the dir-
ector and the stage manager soon departed the production.

Name of instructor withheld
Name of university withheld

(How many incidents can you think of in which lack of communication/ manage-
ment skills or lack of discretion caused a serious problem?)
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EFFECTIVE COMMITTEE WORK

The stage manager works in committee situations during production meetings and 
critiques.

To best present your thoughts in a group setting:

1. Rephrase your ideas as questions (as described above).
2. Do your homework.
3. Keep it brief.

Example
The incoming show at your outdoor theatre will require more lights than you 
have. From your past experience in another city, you remember that light towers 
were rented. You decide to present this idea at the upcoming production meeting.

Rather than explaining your past experience to the committee, would it be better 
to ask a question? “Have you considered renting light towers?” If the technical 
director and lighting designer have already investigated the idea, then a simple 
“yes” reply on their part ends the idea and saves meeting time.

Don’t offer ideas unless you have supportive information. In this example you’ve 
done your homework. You have the names of two companies that rent towers, 
dimensions and capacity of the two types they offer, and cost estimates.

To keep it brief and not waste time, rather than talk the group through the infor-
mation, wouldn’t it be more effective to distribute copies of a graph of the infor-
mation? This would allow the producer to ask the tech director to look into it, 
make the decision to build or rent, and move on to other business. Give a brief 
summary of the information as you share the graph.

Management skills are closely related to communications skills. You can’t have good 
management skills without having good communications skills.

As a stage manager:

• Can you learn to delegate authority while retaining responsibility? This is the 
hardest part of management. Very often this is a survival technique. The stage 
manager can’t do it all by themselves. If you don’t get people to move with you, 
you don’t succeed.

• Can you use inclusive and inoffensive language when addressing someone 
different from yourself, whether in gender, race, sexual preference, or back-
ground? Have you taken the time to learn everyone’s preferred pronouns?

• Can you get people to work with you instead of for you? Can you apply the pre-
ceding conversational strategies to motivate people to get things done so they 
don’t feel they are just following orders?

• Can you follow up? Once you’ve delegated, can you find time to check out the 
anticipated results?

• Can you take time to give your instructions with great clarity, making sure that 
you are understood, or that the director’s or producer’s intention, which you are 
passing on, is understood?
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• Can you give instructions in bite- sized portions? Instead of giving a person 
20 things to do, can you give them one, check on that one when it’s finished, 
acknowledge the person for having completed it, and then give them the 
next chore?

• Can you be considerate of co- workers’ capabilities by not assigning more work 
than you feel confident the assignees can accomplish? If you anticipate that a task 
will need more labor and/ or time than immediately available, can you make it 
clear that you only expect that a start be made on the work?

• Can you deliver instruction with calmness and self- confidence?
• Can you check on problems and revive interest in projects by showing your 

interest and appreciation, and by re- emphasizing goals when the enthusiasm of 
your company members is flagging?

• Can you find ways to praise co- workers? This skill is so important, yet so often 
neglected.

• Can you accept constructive criticism and develop new ways to work based on 
feedback?

These few ideas about communication and management skills are an eye- dropper’s 
worth in an ocean of possible self- improvement.

One of my secrets of stage management is to communicate directly. Say what you mean 
simply and clearly. Also, I think timeliness is the best policy; get issues off your plate and 
move on.

Paul J. Smith
PSM, Aida Broadway (1,852 performances) and    

national tour Chicago Cellblock Tour
SM, All Shook Up

Take time to communicate. When time is tight and you have fifteen things to do and 
three minutes to do them, taking time to really communicate information can be 
the first thing to go out the window. Often I see younger SMs race through a set of 
instructions, then run off to get the next thing on their list done. Take the extra time 
to speak slowly and clearly, and then take more time to let the other person respond 
that he has heard and understood what you’ve just said. An extra 30 seconds now can 
save hours later.

Dale Smallwood
Production Stage Manager, Nine Years with The Pearl Theatre Company,

New York City

I think the main rules to follow are don’t get defensive, don’t take things personally, try 
to keep your cool no matter what, don’t take sides, use positive reinforcement, trust your 
team, know when to pick your battles, and remember that not everyone is going to like 
you, and that’s okay. Just do the job with fairness and fortitude and you’ll be fine.

Francesca Russell
ASM, BARE: A Pop Opera

Dodger Stages, New York City
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I have one rule in working with all people in all aspects of theatre –  actors, designers, 
stagehands, etc. –  Never, ever give an order. There is always a way to get what you want 
accomplished without being bossy or officious. And if you find that you have to give 
an order, or make a demand, always do it with good cheer … . I think one of the most 
important things a stage manager can do is help establish a warm, friendly, relaxed atmos-
phere in the rehearsal room so that all the creative minds feel as free as possible.

Roy Harris
SM/ PSM Sixteen Broadway shows

Twenty productions directed by Tony Award- winning director Dan Sullivan

It’s difficult to change. Our communication skills evolve over a long period of 
time and bad habits develop from childhood and linger on. Trite but true, we do not 
see ourselves as others see us; we reveal ourselves the moment we open our mouths, 
totally unaware of speech patterns that alienate others rather than “winning friends 
and influencing people.” A simple but effective way to identify your own problem 
areas is to look at the 5 traits of Emotional Intelligence (see Emotional Intelligence in 
Leadership website below) and see where you can improve. Other ways to help yourself 
become a successful leader include: (1) Take a class in personal communications and/ 
or management techniques. Class exercises are the best way to work toward personal 
improvement. (2) Study a book. (3) Search for online articles about management, com-
munication, and Emotional Intelligence, both theatrical and in general.

USEFUL BOOKS AND WEBSITES

Communications

Be Your Own Executive Coach, Peter deLisser, Chandler House Press, Worcester, 
MA, 1999

Messages: The Communications Skills Book, Matthew McKay/ Martha Davis/ Patrick 
Fanning, New Harbinger Publications, Oakland, CA, 2009

How to Talk So People Listen: Connecting in Today’s Workplace, Sonya Hamlin, 
HarperCollins Publishers, New York, NY, 2006

Looking Out, Looking In, Ronald B. Adler/ Russell F. Proctor II, Wadsworth 
Publishing, Boston, MA, 2016

Skilled Interpersonal Communication, Owen Hargie, Routledge, New York, NY, 2003
The Stage Manager’s Toolkit, Laurie Kincman, Focal Press, New York, NY, 2013

Management

Management Mess- Ups (Revised Edition), Mark Eppler, Career Press, Pompton 
Plains, NJ, 2005

Self- Leadership and the One Minute Manager, Ken Blanchard/ Susan Fowler/ 
Laurence Hawkins, William Morrow, New York, NY, 2005
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In Search of Excellence, Thomas J. Peters/ Robert H. Waterman, Jr., HarperBusiness, 
New York, NY, 2012

Managing People, Rosemary Thomson, Routledge, New York, NY, 2002

Websites

Stage Management: Tailored Communication
www.theatreartlife.com/ one- and- done/ stage- management- communication- 

tailored
Emotional Intelligence in Leadership
www.mindtools.com/ pages/ article/ newLDR_ 45.htm
Communication and Management
https:// courses.lumenlearning.com/ wm- principlesofmanagement/ chapter/ 

communication- in- the- management- function/ 
www.mindtools.com/ pages/ article/ newCDV_ 59.htm
www.simplilearn.com/ emotional- intelligence- what- why- and- how- article

My Teaching Strategy

A strategy I use to develop conversational/ interpersonal skills is role- playing. I describe 
a situation that I’ve experienced (constantly late actor to rehearsal, belligerent crew 
member, drunk company member, etc.) and then have the students take on the role of 
the SM or the offender. Students then improvise a scene to try to come to some kind of 
a solution. This, combined with a lot of dialogue, gets the students thinking on how to 
interact with others differently. A lot of this comes from trying to treat others in a produc-
tion setting as an equal.

Mike Burnett
Assistant Professor of Theatre, Angelo State University

San Angelo, TX

One of my favorite in- class exercises was the role- playing challenge. One student 
received a scenario as a SM and another was an actor with a problem, who then 
presented it to the SM for their solution. As uncomfortable as it was to be up in front 
of the class, it was very helpful to talk out how you would handle each situation. Of 
course every situation is different, but having the right people skills to communicate 
and interact with actors, directors, producers, designers, etc. takes practice. I feel like 
working on these kinds of skills is as important as knowing the generic rulebook for 
being a SM. There are many things you can learn about organization and how to write 
down notes, but interaction and communication with others is key and isn’t necessarily 
something that can be taught.

Mandy Wirt
Event Manager

Los Angeles, CA

 

 

http://www.theatreartlife.com
http://www.theatreartlife.com
http://www.mindtools.com
https://courses.lumenlearning.com
https://courses.lumenlearning.com
http://www.mindtools.com
http://www.simplilearn.com
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SUGGESTED CLASSROOM EXERCISE

Ask students to pretend that each is a producer about to hire a stage man-
ager. Tell them to write out three qualities that they would consider essential 
(e.g., organized, sense of humor, dependable) and rank order those three. 
Then combine the lists and discuss as a group which attributes of a stage 
manager are most important.
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Understanding the Script

Real knowledge is to know the extent of one’s ignorance.
– Confucius

During the auditions, rehearsals, and production, you must have a copy of the script 
as well as a thorough understanding of the information it has to offer. To expedite 
auditions and rehearsals, someone must also make sure there are enough scripts on 
hand for actors and staff.

Usually, copies of the script are ordered by the theatre or producer when the rights 
of production are obtained from the play service (Samuel French, Tams- Witmark, etc.; 
see Appendix B). If, however, you are going into production with only one copy of the 
script, first find out whose responsibility it is to ensure there are an adequate number 
of scripts on hand. Your duties may be limited to determining how many are neces-
sary for the company, or it may mean actually copying them, picking them up, or re- 
typing them.

Determine the date by when you need the scripts before placing the order. When 
placing your order, make sure that the play service will ship (USPS, FedEx, UPS?) so 
that the scripts arrive before your deadline.

In determining the number of scripts you will need, consider:

1. All cast members will want a script, no matter how small the part.
2. Every creative team member on your contact sheet will need a script, but an e- 

version may suffice for some. Even PR and Marketing may use a script to send 
to reviewers, research photo call shot options, pull show quotes, etc. Check with 
everyone on the team.

3. Will a crew member need one? Your sound mixer certainly will.
4. Will understudies or replacements need them?
5. Can the budget allow for a few extra copies for a line change bible, an emergency 

replacement, or the three actors who lose their scripts on day one?
6. Do you have copying equipment, or easy access to it? Is it legal to photocopy? 

(page 20)
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Sides (a part of a script giving only one character’s lines, each preceded by the cue 
for the line) for auditions may be pulled from an e- version or hand- copied, if necessary.

When script shipments arrive, immediately check the content against the 
invoice or manifest. Make sure you have what you need. If you wait until the first day 
of rehearsal, you have a potential disaster! This also applies to orchestra scores and 
vocal parts for both cast and musicians, especially if there are multiple versions of the 
show’s score.

All scripts and sides should be numbered and signed out when issued to cast 
members and staff. Lock up the sign- out sheet in the same cupboard as the scripts. 
Scripts, sides, and scores are usually due back from cast, staff, and musicians on the 
day preceding or coinciding with the close of the show. (This is payday in professional 
companies; the cost of lost materials can then be deducted on the spot.) Post a notice 
to this effect and a price list on the callboard. Note your intent in the company rules.

Normally in musical stock and musical comedy, the scores, scripts, and sides 
are packaged and returned within a week after the close of the production in order to 
decrease rental costs. This task is usually assigned to the Production Assistant.

On a show with Xeroxed scripts or scores, you may allow the actors to keep the 
scripts, or you may ask that they return them. The latter is most common in a reading 
or workshop of a new show, to limit the chances of the show being leaked before it’s 
ready. Determine your policy and relay it to the cast.

Scripts sometimes get tied up for unusual reasons. Agents for professional actors 
often beg directors or managers for scripts, and receive them, even though there is no 
intent to cast the agents’ clients. The agents feel that showing the scripts to their clients 
is tangible proof that they are working and that their clients are being considered. 
When a script is issued for any unusual reason, don’t count on its being returned in 
time to meet your needs. It is best to replace that script immediately if you have on 
hand only the necessary minimum with which to begin rehearsals.

Although your responsibility for scripts may be limited, you should know how 
to get, replace, reproduce, lock up, control, and retrieve scripts as part of your work in 
expediting auditions and rehearsals.

Of even greater concern is the processing of your own script –  making it into a 
working tool.

THE PROMPTBOOK

Turning a script into a promptbook requires good- sized margins ( figure 3.2). This 
allows you to make all of your warnings and cues large and clear, and it gives you 
adequate room to make clear blocking notations and diagrams. It also gives you suf-
ficient room to make production notes. There are options for both paper, hard copy 
promptbooks and on- line promptbooks with programs for blocking, line notes, cue 
placement, etc. Some of these software sites are listed in Appendix B. Many stage 
managers prefer to create their promptbook on their laptop or tablet until the show 
opens, as changes are quick and easy to do with these programs, and then print a hard 
copy from which to run the show to avoid issues like loss of power or spotty Internet 
connection.
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FIGURE 3.1 Promptbook pages. If copied pages are punched on the right side, the back of the next page can be used for French scene diagrams, 
as well as prompting, production, and pronunciation notes. (See  figure 9.5 for a full- page ground plan option that works with more detailed 
sets and large casts).

 new
genrtpdf
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Making a Paper Promptbook

The fastest way to convert a play script (5 × 7¼”) into a paper promptbook (8½ × 11”) 
is via a copy machine using three- hole- punched paper. See legal restrictions below.

Photocopies

Copyright law and the term fair use are open to a wide range of legal interpretations. 
The play publishers listed in Appendix B have various policies ranging from “No photo-
copying” to “It’s okay under fair use if a copy is purchased for the exclusive use of the 
stage manager.” If in doubt, check with the publisher.

If you make your promptbook by photocopying, you have the opportunity to  
enlarge the size of the original pages at the same time. This might help make each  
page more readable in the dim lighting backstage. What percentage of enlargement is  
recommended to still leave enough room for blocking notation? Experiment with one  
page before running off the rest. I suggest that you favor maximum space for blocking  
notation, cues, and production notes ( figures 3.1, 3.2, and 9.5).

FIGURE 3.2 Four 
patterns 
for copying 
script pages.

 

 

 


